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POSITIVE LINEAR OPERATORS CONTINUOUS
FOR STRICT TOPOLOGIES

J. A. CRENSHAW

ABSTRACT.   If A   is an  SW   algebra of real-valued functions on a set

X  equipped with the weak topology for A, and if A   separates its zero

sets, then many results valued for  C°{X)   equipped with a strict topology

remain true when  A   is equipped with a strict topology.  The concepts of

oadditivity and tight positive linear operators are introduced.  It is shown

that if   T   is a positive linear map on  A   into z-separating  SW  algebra B

and if   7X1,4,) = Iß, then there exists a continuous function   d>  on   Y  (the

domain of elements in  B) into  X  such that   Tf(y) - f(<P(y))  if and only

if   T  is an algebraic homomorphism and ("-additive.

Introduction.  Let  X  be a completely regular Hausdorff space.   An alge-

bra A  of real-valued functions on  X is an  SW  algebra if A   separates the

points of X, contains the constants and is uniformly closed.  If A  is an  SW

algebra which separates its zero sets, then Kirk [4] has shown that A    can

be represented as the space M(z(A))  of finitely additive set functions on the

Baire sets of X.  Let X .   be the extreme points of positive face in the unit

ball in A    equipped with o(A , A). Let r^ be the relative o(A , A)  topology on

X  embedded into  X A.  Then  XA  is the comp actif i cation of (X, rA)  for which

f £ C (X, r.)  has a continuous extension  iff f £ A.  Using Kirk's character-

ization and the techniques of Sentilles [9] many results on the strict topolo-

gies on  C (X)   carry over to A.

If A   and  B   are two z-separating SW  algebras defined on  X, Y respec-

tively and are equipped with a strict topology ß a, then continuous positive

linear maps can be characterized in terms of additivity conditions.   Also if

C ={T £ L(A, B): 9 <T, T(lA) = lßi then F. F. Bonsall, J. Lindenstrauss,

and R. R. Phelps [l] have shown that the extreme points of C are the alge-
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braic homomorphisms, and recently J. Hoffman-Jprgensen [3] has shown that

when A = C (X)  and B = C (Y)  then the algebraic homomorphisms which

are ßQ   continuous have a continuous map <f> on   V into  X  such that  Tf(y) =

f(<p(y)).  We shall show in a different manner that such a qb  exists for   T £

C iff T is an extreme point of C  and r-additive.

1.  Basic definitions and preliminaries.   An SW  algebra A   is algebrai-

cally, topologically, and lattice isomorphic to  C(X .)  under / —>/   for /

the unique continuous extension of / £ A   from  X to  X..   Also  A  is z-sep-

arating if for Z., Z2  disjoint zero sets in  X, there is an  / £ A   with /(Z,) =

0 </<i = /(z2)-

For a   an infinite cardinal, we define

La= WC X^\X: g =   H  zr. card ' < a> zy is a zero set in  x\ •

Let r be the least cardinal with the property that every closed set in  X is

the intersection of at most r zero sets.  Since the zero sets z(A)  of A   form
v-

a basis for the r^-closed sets, r < card 2     exists.   For each    Q   £ La, let

ß0 be the Hausdorff locally convex topology on  A   generated by the semi-

norms  \p  : g(Q) = 0, p (f) = ||/' g||, f, g £ A \.  Let ßa denote the inductive

limit topology on  A  of the  B„   topologies as Q  varies over L a.  We shall

use F.D. Sentilles' notation for ßQ   as the strongest locally convex topology

on A  which agrees with the compact-open topology on norm bounded subsets

of A. We note that /3a> ßa,   if a < a', and ßQ < ßa for all  a follows as

in [9, 2.1].

Let A, B be ¿-separating SW algebras on X, Y respectively, then T £

L (A, B)  if T is a positive linear map on A   into  B.

Definitions. Let T £ L (A, B)  and m £ M (z(A))  and card 7 < a, then

(1) T is  a-additive if  T/y i 0  whenever /    j. Ö  in  A   for y £ 1.

(2) m is a-additive if m(Zy) —> 0  whenever Z    1 0 , Z     £ z(A), y £ I.

(3) T is tight if ST/^1 is norm bounded and uniformly convergent to 8

on compact subsets of  Y  whenever   \f.] has these properties in  A.

The a-additive (respectively tight) elements of M(z(A)) generate a band

denoted by Ma (respectively M ). We remark that a-additivity will be exten-

sively examined in a more general setting in [5].

2.  Some results for Cb(X)  valid for A.  We note that for Q e La, C(XA\>)

is a Banach algebra with approximate identity  {£» L   ,   with  A < a (see [4,

1.5]).  Also as shown in [4, §6], pi £ M(z(A)) has a unique extension zT  to the
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Baire sets on  X ., which in turn has a unique extension to a Borel measure

v   on  XA.  With these remarks and 5.5 of [4] we can essentially repeat the

standard arguments to establish the results below.

1. Proposition.  A(ßa) and A(ß0)  are Hausdorff locally convex lattices.

Proof.  For /3    the result is clear since the compact-open topology is

solid.   For ßa see [7, Theorem 2.2].

2. Proposition,  ß  , /3„   are the finest locally convex topologies agree-

ing with their respective selves on each  rU for r > 0  and U  the unit ball

of A.  The continuity of linear maps for each topology is determined on sets

rU.

Proof.  Use the remarks above and the arguments given by Sentilles

culminating with [9, 4.1].

3. Proposition.  ßa is the topology of uniform convergence on the weak

compact subsets of Ma(z(A)).

Proof.  See the argument given by Mosiman in [7, 2.7].

4. Proposition.   The following are equivalent for 0 < <p £ A(||* |)  :

(a) (b is CL-additive.

(b) p  is a-additive, where p £ M(z(A))  represents  cb.

(c) p(2) = 0  for all Q £La.

(d) c/S  is ßa continuous.

Proof.   The proof uses the remarks above and follows the arguments

given in [10, 24, p. 174], [6, 2.4], and [9, 4.3].

5. Proposition, (a)    A(/3n)* = M(.

(b) S C M    is ß~   equicontinuous iff S  is tight (norm bounded and for

e > 0  there is a compact K C X with   \p\(X\K) < e).

(c) ßQ  is the topology of uniform convergence on the tight subsets of

M,

Proof.  The arguments are those used by Sentilles in 4.3 and 5.1 of [9]

where p   is the compact-regular Borel extension of p  £ M .   For the exis-

tence of such a unique extension of p  see, for example, [5, 2.12].

6. Proposition.   Let 8    be a point functional for p eX,.  Then p eX

iff p £MT iff p £Mr

Proof.  If p £ X, then  8    is tight so r-additive.  If p is not in  X, then
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{/ £A: J(p) = 1} forms a net  \fy\ with fy [ 6 but 8p(fy) = 1   so  8p 4 M,.

3.  Positive linear maps.   In this section we shall assume A, B   are z-

separating SW  algebras on (X, r.)   and (Y, r  )  respectively with compact-

ifications X .   and  Yß.  We note that Te L (A, B)  is norm continuous so

that  T    isa weak    continuous linear map on /Vl(z(B)) into  M(z(A)).

1.  Proposition.   Ler  T £ L (A, B)  and let a < a .   Then the following

are equivalent.

(a) T  is ßa-ßai  continuous.

(b) T*(Ma,(z(B)))CMa(z(A)).a a

(c) T is a-additive.

Proof.  (a)=>(b).   This follows from 4.

(b)«=»(c).  Use 6 and M( C Ma,.

(b)=>(a).  Let W be a ßa,   neighborhood of 6 in  B.  Then by 3, there

is a weak    compact subset D of Ma(z(B))   such that D   CW.  Since  T    is

weak    continuous and positive, it follows from 3 that (T D)° = Visa ß a

neighborhood of 0  in A.   Clearly  T(V) CW.

8. Proposition.   The following are equivalent for T £ L (A, B):

(a) T  is tight.

(b) T  is ßQ-ß     continuous.

(c) T    maps tight subsets of M(z(B))  into tight subsets of M(z(A)).

Proof.  (a)<=>(b).   Since the norm bounded nets which  /3n   converge to

9 in A   are the norm bounded nets which converge uniformly to 0 on compact

sets, the equivalence of (a) and (b) follows from the last statement in  2.

(b)<=>(c). This follows from 5 since M (z(B)) and Mt(z(A)) are the dual

spaces of B(ßQ) and A(ßQ) respectively and since the topology ßQ is the

topology of uniform convergence on the tight subsets of M .

We remark that clearly  T is   ßQ-ßa   continuous  => T   is   ß0-ßr,    con-

tinuous =» T   is   ßa-ß     continuous. However   neither of the converse direc-

tions holds.  For example, the identity operator on  C (X)  is ßQ-ßQ   con-

tinuous but not  ßQ-ßa continuous in any case where M   í Mr or when there

exists a weak    compact subset of M*   which is not tight since in both cases

730 4 ßT by 5.8 in [9]-   Also if ft £ M*\Mt  then  T(f) = ¡i(f)l   is   ßa-ßQ   con-

tinuous on  C (X)  into  C (X)  but it is not /3n - /3n   continuous.

Let us denote  \T £ L+(A, B): THA) = lß\ by  C  where   1^   and  lß   are

the identity functions in A, B  respectively.

9. Proposition.   Let  T £ C.  Then the following are equivalent.
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(1) T is an extreme point of C.

(2) T is an algebraic homomorphism.

(3) T is a lattice homomorphism.

(4) t\Yb)CXa.

Proof.  Let  T be the extension of  T from  L+(A, B)  to  L+(C(XA), C(Yß))

given by  T(f ) = T(f) .  Since the extension oí f to f   from  A   to   C(X .)   and

the extension  g  to  g~  from  B  to  C(V„)   are Banach lattice isomorphisms,

we see that T has one of the properties (a)—(c)   above if and only if T has

the same properties.  Hence, the result follows from Ellis [2, Theorem l]

since T*(YB) = T*(YB).

10. Proposition.   Let T £ C.   Then  T  is an extreme point of C and t-

additive iff there exists a continuous function <b on (Y, r   )  into (X, r .)

such that Tj(y) = f(cp(y)).

Proof.  Let  T be an extreme point of C  and let  T be r-additive.   Then

for any y e Y, we have that  8    e YB  is r-additive by 6.  Hence, 8    € M^z(B))

so that  T*8    e Mr(z(A))  by 7.  However, T*Sy e X^   by   9   so that  T*8   = 8X

for some x    £ X by 6.   Since A   separates the points of X, cf>(y) = X    isa

well-defined function on   V  into  X  which is clearly  rA-r     continuous.

Conversely, let such a cf>  exist.   Then since T    is weak    continuous

and \S : y £ Y\ is weak -dense in   Yß, we see that  T (Yß)  C    {8x: x £ X\

= XA.  Thus by 9, T is an extreme point of  C.  If /_, | 6  in A   then  ÍT/^i

is decreasing in  B   since  T is positive.   Since lim Tfy(y) = lim /(<£(y)) = 0,

it follows that  T is r-additive.

From this we obtain the following result which extends Mosiman and

Wheeler's result [8, 3. l].

11. Corollary.   // T is an extreme point of C, then the following are

equivalent.

(a) T is tight.

(b) T is r-additive.

(c) T*{8 : y £Y\C{8: x £ X\.
y -*•

Also if T satisfies  any of the above then  T is a-additive.

Proof,  (b) and(c) are equivalent by 10 and 7.

Since T is an extreme point of C, T (YB) C XA hence, (c) follows from (a)

because i<5y: y £ Y\ = Yß O M((z(B))   and {8x: x £ X\ = XA O Mt(z(A)) by 6.

Let 1/ I be a norm bounded net of functions in A which converges uni-

formly to  6 on compact subsets of X.  Let € > 0   and let  K be a compact
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*
subset of  Y.  Then by the weak     continuity of T     and (c), it is easily seen

that  K   = \x £ X: 8   = T 8    for some y £ K\ is a compact subset of X.   Since

T is norm continuous, \Tf   \ is norm bounded in  B, and yQ   chosen such that

|/r(x)| <e  for all  x £ K '  when   y >y0  implies that  \Tfy(y)\ <(  for all y €

K  whenever y >yQ.  Hence, T  is tight so (c)=»(a).

Finally, if (a), (b) or (c) holds, then, as in 10, it is easily seen that  T

is a-additive.

We mention that  T  can  be   /3-/3     continuous but  not   ß-ß   continuous

even if T is an extreme point of C.  For example, let X = Y = (0, Q)  for f2

the first uncountable ordinal and (0, Í2)  is equipped with its order topology.

Let 8Q  be a cr-additive linear functional given by  8Q(f) = /(x,)  where x, £

(0, Û)  satisfies f(y) = f(x.)  for all  y > x,.  Then 8Q  is not r-additive.   Thus,

if we define T by  Tf = 5.(/)l, then  T is an extreme point of  C  since it is

an algebraic homomorphism, but  T is ff-additive and not r-additive.

Finally we point out that we can determine when a continuous <f> from

Y to  X  can be extended to   Yß, which could be ßY for example.

12.   Proposition.  Let crS  be a continuous function on  Y  into  X.   Then

r/i has a continuous extension to  Y„   if and only if T £ C defined by  Tf(y)

= /(c/Xy))  is /3r-||-||   continuous.

Proof. Let    T   be   ßT-\\-\\   continuous.     Let /    1 6 on  X.  Then if W

is a ß  -neighborhood of 6, there is a weak    compact subset  V C M     such

that  Vo CW by 3.  Then (/   , r/i)   converges uniformly to zero for all  <f> £ V

by Dini's theorem, so there is a y     such that y > y0   implies /    £ V°C W.

Hence, {/   }  converges to 6 for the ßT topology.   Thus, \Tfy\  converges to

6 uniformly on   Y.  If 8    £ Yß, then  \8 (Tf  )\ converges to zero, so it fol-

lows that T  8    is r-additive.   Consequently, T (Yß) C \Sx: x e X\  and we

extend 0  continuously to   Y„   by  <f>(p) = x for T (8 ) = S .

Conversely let  T be defined by  Tf(y) = f(cf>(y))  where <f> has a contin-

uous extension from   Y  to   Y„.  Let  {/   S /3,-converge to 0.     Then   we may

assume \f   \ is norm bounded by 2.   Since  T (Vg) = í¿>x: x = c/X/j)  for p e

Ygi, and T (Vß)  is compact in  X^, {/   }  converges uniformly to  6 on  T (Yß)

(see [9, Theorem 5.9]).  Consequently  }T/   }  converges uniformly to # in   Y

and it follows that  T is /3-||*||   continuous.
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